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Bankruptcy

Bankruptcy and Intellectual Property Deskbook: A Guide to IP, the Internet, and Bankruptcy Law
KF1536.I56 A35 2016

Big Data

Preventing Litigation: An Early Warning System to get Big Value out of Big Data
K87.B747 2015
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Courting Death: The Supreme Court and Capital Punishment
KF9227.C2 S74 2016
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Julius Chambers: A Life in the Legal Struggle for Civil Rights
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Electronic and Software Patents: Law and Practice, 4th ed.  
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Copyright

Copyright Termination and Recapture Laws: Good Intentions Gone Awry  
Marc H. Greenberg.  ABA, Section of Intellectual Property Law, c2016.  
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Executive Power

Unraveled: Obamacare, Religious Liberty, and Executive Power  
Josh Blackman.  Cambridge Univ. Press, c2016.  
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Lyndon F. Bittle, et al., eds.  ABA, Tort, Trial & Insurance Practice Section, c2016.  
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Judicial Opinions

Scalia's Court: A Legacy of Landmark Opinions and Dissents  
Kevin A. Ring, ed.  Regnery Publishing (Salem Media Group), c2016.  
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Legal Aid
Expanding Access to Justice, Strengthening Federal Programs
KF336.A4 W54 2016
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BP Blowout: Inside the Gulf Oil Disaster
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Practice of Law

Filling in the Blanks: Practical Skills for the Working Lawyer
Robert U. Sattin, ed. ARK Group, c2016.
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Taxation

The Supreme Court’s Federal Tax Jurisprudence: An Analysis of Fact Finding Methods and Statutory Interpretation from the Court’s Tax Opinions, 1801-present, 2nd ed.
Jasper L. Cummings, Jr. ABA, Section on Taxation, c2016.
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